Wall-Mounted TV Screens

FOR IMMEDIATE TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT, CALL 617-627-3376 OR EXT 7-3376
FOR NON-URGENT ISSUES EMAIL IT@TUFTS.EDU

Getting started
Arranging the room
- Locate the remote control on one of the tables nearby
- Determine which interface you plan to display onto the television screen

Turning on the television
- Press the blue Power button in the upper left corner of the remote control
- Choose your appropriate input source from the remote control

To present from... | Select:
--- | ---
Your own laptop | VGA
Your VCR | Video
Your DVD player | Video

Presenting from the Television
Using your laptop computer
- Locate the white video input panel in the room
- Connect the VGA cable to your laptop’s external monitor port. You may need to supply a video adapter. Connect the audio portion of the cable into your laptop’s headphone port if you wish to broadcast audio through the TV
- Start up and use your laptop as you would normally
- Choose VGA as the television’s source
- If necessary, use the appropriate function key to display your image to the television as an external source

Playing a video using the VCR
- Connect composite cables into the lower video input area of the white panel. Match up the cable colors to the appropriate inputs. Connect the other end of the cables into the output jacks of your VCR player. Plug your VCR’s power cord into an available wall outlet
- Use your VCR’s remote control to play your video or the buttons on the unit itself
- Choose VIDEO as your source using the remote control
- The screen should say Video in the upper right corner and your movie should display on the television screen

Playing a DVD
- Connect composite cables into the lower video input area of the white panel. Match up the cable colors to the appropriate inputs. Connect the other end of the cables into the output jacks of your DVD player. Plug your DVD’s power cord into an available wall outlet
- Use your DVD’s remote control to play your video or the buttons on the unit itself
- Choose VIDEO as your source using the remote control
- The screen should say Video in the upper right corner and your movie should display on the television screen

When your class is finished
Shutting off the television
- Using the remote control, push the blue Power button in the upper left corner

Shutting off your laptop
- Shut down your laptop
- Disconnect the video cable from your laptop and return it to the table

Shutting off your VCR or DVD player
- Press Stop on your remote or on the player to stop your video
- Eject your videotape or DVD
- Disconnect the power cord and composite cables from the wall

Final steps
- Be sure to return all seated cables to their original locations
- Make sure the television display is off
- Do not unplug any power cords except for any that you plugged in yourself

Please remember to POWER OFF at the end of your lecture!